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How to Design, Analyse and Report Cluster
Randomised Trials in Medicine and Health
Related Research - Michael J. Campbell
2014-03-28
A complete guide to understanding cluster
randomised trials Written by two researchers
with extensive experience in the field, this book
presents a complete guide to the design, analysis
and reporting of cluster randomised trials. It
spans a wide range of applications: trials in
developing countries, trials in primary care,
trials in the health services. A key feature is the
use of R code and code from other popular
packages to plan and analyse cluster trials,
using data from actual trials. The book contains
clear technical descriptions of the models used,
and considers in detail the ethics involved in
such trials and the problems in planning them.
For readers and students who do not intend to
run a trial but wish to be a critical reader of the
literature, there are sections on the CONSORT
statement, and exercises in reading published
trials. Written in a clear, accessible style
Features real examples taken from the authors’
extensive practitioner experience of designing
and analysing clinical trials Demonstrates the
use of R, Stata and SPSS for statistical analysis
Includes computer code so the reader can
replicate all the analyses Discusses neglected
areas such as ethics and practical issues in
running cluster randomised trials How to
Design, Analyse and Report Cluster Randomised
Trials in Medicine and Health Related Research
provides an excellent reference tool and can be
read with profit by statisticians, health services
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researchers, systematic reviewers and critical
readers of cluster randomised trials.
Multiple Imputation and its Application - James
Carpenter 2012-12-19
A practical guide to analysing partially observed
data. Collecting, analysing and drawing
inferences from data is central to research in the
medical and social sciences. Unfortunately, it is
rarely possible to collect all the intended data.
The literature on inference from the resulting
incomplete data is now huge, and continues to
grow both as methods are developed for large
and complex data structures, and as increasing
computer power and suitable software enable
researchers to apply these methods. This book
focuses on a particular statistical method for
analysing and drawing inferences from
incomplete data, called Multiple Imputation
(MI). MI is attractive because it is both practical
and widely applicable. The authors aim is to
clarify the issues raised by missing data,
describing the rationale for MI, the relationship
between the various imputation models and
associated algorithms and its application to
increasingly complex data structures. Multiple
Imputation and its Application: Discusses the
issues raised by the analysis of partially
observed data, and the assumptions on which
analyses rest. Presents a practical guide to the
issues to consider when analysing incomplete
data from both observational studies and
randomized trials. Provides a detailed discussion
of the practical use of MI with real-world
examples drawn from medical and social
statistics. Explores handling non-linear
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relationships and interactions with multiple
imputation, survival analysis, multilevel multiple
imputation, sensitivity analysis via multiple
imputation, using non-response weights with
multiple imputation and doubly robust multiple
imputation. Multiple Imputation and its
Application is aimed at quantitative researchers
and students in the medical and social sciences
with the aim of clarifying the issues raised by
the analysis of incomplete data data, outlining
the rationale for MI and describing how to
consider and address the issues that arise in its
application.
Crossover Designs - Kung-Jong Lui 2016-09-26
A comprehensive and practical resource for
analyses of crossover designs For ethical
reasons, it is vital to keep the number of patients
in a clinical trial as low as possible. As evidenced
by extensive research publications, crossover
design can be a useful and powerful tool to
reduce the number of patients needed for a
parallel group design in studying treatments for
non-curable chronic diseases. This book
introduces commonly-used and well-established
statistical tests and estimators in epidemiology
that can easily be applied to hypothesis testing
and estimation of the relative treatment effect
for various types of data scale in crossover
designs. Models with distribution-free random
effects are assumed and hence most approaches
considered here are semi-parametric. The book
provides clinicians and biostatisticians with the
exact test procedures and exact interval
estimators, which are applicable even when the
number of patients in a crossover trial is small.
Systematic discussion on sample size
determination is also included, which will be a
valuable resource for researchers involved in
crossover trial design. Key features: Provides
exact test procedures and interval estimators,
which are especially of use in small-sample
cases. Presents most test procedures and
interval estimators in closed-forms, enabling
readers to calculate them by use of a pocket
calculator or commonly-used statistical
packages. Each chapter is self-contained,
allowing the book to be used a reference
resource. Uses real-life examples to illustrate the
practical use of test procedures and estimators
Provides extensive exercises to help readers
appreciate the underlying theory, learn other
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relevant test procedures and understand how to
calculate the required sample size. Crossover
Designs: Testing, Estimation and Sample Size
will be a useful resource for researchers from
biostatistics, as well as pharmaceutical and
clinical sciences. It can also be used as a
textbook or reference for graduate students
studying clinical experiments.
Statistical Methods for Hospital Monitoring
with R - Anthony Morton 2013-06-27
Hospitals monitoring is becoming more complex
and is increasingboth because staff want their
data analysed and because ofincreasing
mandated surveillance. This book provides a
suiteof functions in R, enabling scientists and
data analysts working ininfection management
and quality improvement departments
inhospitals, to analyse their often nonindependent data which isfrequently in the form
of trended, over-dispersed and sometimesautocorrelated time series; this is often difficult to
analyseusing standard office software. This book
provides much-needed guidance on data analysis
using Rfor the growing number of scientists in
hospital departments whoare responsible for
producing reports, and who may have
limitedstatistical expertise. This book explores
data analysis using R and is aimed atscientists in
hospital departments who are responsible
forproducing reports, and who are involved in
improving safety.Professionals working in the
healthcare quality and safetycommunity will also
find this book of interest Statistical Methods for
Hospital Monitoring with R: Provides functions
to perform quality improvement and
infectionmanagement data analysis. Explores the
characteristics of complex systems, such asselforganisation and emergent behaviour, along
with theirimplications for such activities as rootcause analysis and thePareto principle that seek
few key causes of adverse events. Provides a
summary of key non-statistical aspects of
hospitalsafety and easy to use functions.
Provides R scripts in an accompanying web site
enablinganalyses to be performed by the reader
ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/hospital_monito
ring"http://www.wiley.com/go/hospital_monitorin
g/a Covers issues that will be of increasing
importance in thefuture, such as, generalised
additive models, and complex systems,networks
and power laws.
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Modern Industrial Statistics - Shelemyahu
Zacks 2013-12-16
Fully revised and updated, this book combines a
theoretical background with examples and
references to R, MINITAB and JMP, enabling
practitioners to find state-of-the-art material on
both foundation and implementation tools to
support their work. Topics addressed include
computer-intensive data analysis, acceptance
sampling, univariate and multivariate statistical
process control, design of experiments, quality
by design, and reliability using classical and
Bayesian methods. The book can be used for
workshops or courses on acceptance sampling,
statistical process control, design of
experiments, and reliability. Graduate and postgraduate students in the areas of statistical
quality and engineering, as well as industrial
statisticians, researchers and practitioners in
these fields will all benefit from the
comprehensive combination of theoretical and
practical information provided in this single
volume. Modern Industrial Statistics: With
applications in R, MINITAB and JMP: Combines
a practical approach with theoretical
foundations and computational support. Provides
examples in R using a dedicated package called
MISTAT, and also refers to MINITAB and JMP.
Includes exercises at the end of each chapter to
aid learning and test knowledge. Provides over
40 data sets representing real-life case studies.
Is complemented by a comprehensive website
providing an introduction to R, and installations
of JMP scripts and MINITAB macros, including
effective tutorials with introductory material:
www.wiley.com/go/modern_industrial_statistics.
Statistical Methods for Evaluating Safety in
Medical Product Development - A. Lawrence
Gould 2014-12-08
This book gives professionals in clinical research
valuable information on the challenging issues of
the design, execution, and management of
clinical trials, and how to resolve these issues
effectively. It also provides understanding and
practical guidance on the application of
contemporary statistical methods to
contemporary issues in safety evaluation during
medical product development. Each chapter
provides sufficient detail to the reader to
undertake the design and analysis of
experiments at various stages of product
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

development, including comprehensive
references to the relevant literature. Provides a
guide to statistical methods and application in
medical product development Assists readers in
undertaking design and analysis of experiments
at various stages of product development
Features case studies throughout the book, as
well as, SAS and R code
Multi-objective Management in Freight
Logistics - Massimiliano Caramia 2008-08-29
Thecontentofthisbookismotivatedbytherecentcha
ngesinglobalmarketsandthe availability of new
transportation services. Indeed, the complexity
of current supply chains suggests todecision
makers in logisticsto work witha set ofef?cient
(Pare- optimal) solutions, mainly to capture
different economical aspects that, in general,
one optimal solution related to a single objective
function is not able to capture - tirely. Motivated
by these reasons, we study freight
transportation systems with a speci?c focus on
multi-objective modelling. The goal is to provide
decision m- ers with new methods and tools to
implement multi-objective optimization models
in logistics. The book combines theoretical
aspects with applications, showing the
advantages and the drawbacks of adopting
scalarization techniques, and when it is
worthwhile to reduce the problem to a goalprogramming one. Also, we show - plications
where more than one decision maker evaluates
the effectiveness of the logistic system and thus
a multi-level programming is sought to attain
meaningful solutions. After presenting the
general working framework, we analyze logistic sues in a maritime terminal. Next, we study
multi-objective route planning, relying on the
application of hazardous material transportation.
Then, we examine freight distribution on a
smaller scale, as for the case of goods
distribution in metropolitan areas. Finally, we
present a human-workforce problem arising in
logistic platforms. The general approach
followed in the text is that of presenting
mathematics, al- rithms and the related
experimentations for each problem.
Trade Competitiveness Diagnostic Toolkit - Jose
Guilherme Reis 2012-03-12
This Trade Competitiveness Diagnostic (TCD)
toolkit provides a framework, guidelines, and
practical tools needed to conduct an analysis of
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trade competitiveness. The toolkit can be used to
assess the competitiveness of a country's overall
basket of exports ... See More + , as well as
specific traded sectors. It includes guidance on a
range of tools and indicators that can be used to
analyze trade performance in terms of growth,
orientation, diversification, quality, and survival,
as well as quantitative and qualitative
approaches to analyze the market and supplyside factors that determine competitiveness. The
toolkit facilitates the identification of the main
constraints to improved trade competitiveness
and the policy responses to overcome these
constraints. The output of a TCD initiative can
be used for a wide variety of purposes. The TCD
toolkit is intended for policy makers and
practitioners involved in analysis of trade
performance and design of trade and industrial
policy.
A Practical Guide to Designing Phase II
Trials in Oncology - Sarah R. Brown
2014-03-28
How to identify optimal phase II trial designs
Providing a practical guide containing the
information needed to make crucial decisions
regarding phase II trial designs, A Practical
Guide to Designing Phase II Trials in Oncology
sets forth specific points for consideration
between the statistician and clinician when
designing a phase II trial, including issues such
as how the treatment works, choice of outcome
measure and randomization, and considering
both academic and industry perspectives. A
comprehensive and systematic library of
available phase II trial designs is included,
saving time otherwise spent considering multiple
manuscripts, and real-life practical examples of
using this approach to design phase II trials in
cancer are given. A Practical Guide to Designing
Phase II Trials in Oncology: Offers a structured
and practical approach to phase II trial design
Considers trial design from both an academic
and industry perspective Includes a structured
library of available phase II trial designs Is
relevant to both clinical and statistical
researchers at all levels Includes real life
examples of applying this approach For those
new to trial design, A Practical Guide to
Designing Phase II Trials in Oncology will be a
unique and practical learning tool, providing an
introduction to the concepts behind informed
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

decision making in phase II trials. For more
experienced practitioners, the book will offer an
overview of new, less familiar approaches to
phase II trial design, providing alternative
options to those which they may have previously
used.
Individual Participant Data Meta-Analysis Richard D. Riley 2021-05-24
Individual Participant Data Meta-Analysis: A
Handbook for Healthcare Research provides a
comprehensive introduction to the fundamental
principles and methods that healthcare
researchers need when considering, conducting
or using individual participant data (IPD) metaanalysis projects. Written and edited by
researchers with substantial experience in the
field, the book details key concepts and practical
guidance for each stage of an IPD meta-analysis
project, alongside illustrated examples and
summary learning points. Split into five parts,
the book chapters take the reader through the
journey from initiating and planning IPD projects
to obtaining, checking, and meta-analysing IPD,
and appraising and reporting findings. The book
initially focuses on the synthesis of IPD from
randomised trials to evaluate treatment effects,
including the evaluation of participant-level
effect modifiers (treatment-covariate
interactions). Detailed extension is then made to
specialist topics such as diagnostic test
accuracy, prognostic factors, risk prediction
models, and advanced statistical topics such as
multivariate and network meta-analysis, power
calculations, and missing data. Intended for a
broad audience, the book will enable the reader
to: Understand the advantages of the IPD
approach and decide when it is needed over a
conventional systematic review Recognise the
scope, resources and challenges of IPD metaanalysis projects Appreciate the importance of a
multi-disciplinary project team and close
collaboration with the original study
investigators Understand how to obtain, check,
manage and harmonise IPD from multiple
studies Examine risk of bias (quality) of IPD and
minimise potential biases throughout the project
Understand fundamental statistical methods for
IPD meta-analysis, including two-stage and onestage approaches (and their differences), and
statistical software to implement them Clearly
report and disseminate IPD meta-analyses to
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inform policy, practice and future research
Critically appraise existing IPD meta-analysis
projects Address specialist topics such as effect
modification, multiple correlated outcomes,
multiple treatment comparisons, non-linear
relationships, test accuracy at multiple
thresholds, multiple imputation, and developing
and validating clinical prediction models
Detailed examples and case studies are provided
throughout.
Understanding Biostatistics - Anders Källén
2011-03-31
Understanding Biostatistics looks at the
fundamentals of biostatistics, using elementary
statistics to explore the nature of statistical
tests. This book is intended to complement firstyear statistics and biostatistics textbooks. The
main focus here is on ideas, rather than on
methodological details. Basic concepts are
illustrated with representations from history,
followed by technical discussions on what
different statistical methods really mean.
Graphics are used extensively throughout the
book in order to introduce mathematical
formulae in an accessible way. Key features:
Discusses confidence intervals and p-values in
terms of confidence functions. Explains basic
statistical methodology represented in terms of
graphics rather than mathematical formulae,
whilst highlighting the mathematical basis of
biostatistics. Looks at problems of estimating
parameters in statistical models and looks at the
similarities between different models. Provides
an extensive discussion on the position of
statistics within the medical scientific process.
Discusses distribution functions, including the
Guassian distribution and its importance in
biostatistics. This book will be useful for
biostatisticians with little mathematical
background as well as those who want to
understand the connections in biostatistics and
mathematical issues.
Weight-of-Evidence for Forensic DNA Profiles David J. Balding 2015-05-18
DNA evidence is widely used in the modern
justice system. Statistical methodology plays a
key role in ensuring that this evidence is
collected, interpreted, analysed and presented
correctly. This book is a guide to assessing DNA
evidence and presenting that evidence in a
courtroom setting. It offers practical guidance to
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

forensic scientists with little dependence on
mathematical ability, and provides the scientist
with the understanding they require to apply the
methods in their work. Since the publication of
the first edition of this book in 2005 there have
been many incremental changes, and one
dramatic change which is the emergence of low
template DNA (LTDNA) profiles. This second
edition is edited and expanded to cover the
basics of LTDNA technology. The author's own
open-source R code likeLTD is described and
used for worked examples in the book.
Commercial and free software are also covered.
Financial Risk Modelling and Portfolio
Optimization with R - Bernhard Pfaff
2012-11-05
Introduces the latest techniques advocated for
measuring financial market risk and portfolio
optimization, and provides a plethora of R code
examples that enable the reader to replicate the
results featured throughout the book. Financial
Risk Modelling and Portfolio Optimization with
R: Demonstrates techniques in modelling
financial risks and applying portfolio
optimization techniques as well as recent
advances in the field. Introduces stylized facts,
loss function and risk measures, conditional and
unconditional modelling of risk; extreme value
theory, generalized hyperbolic distribution,
volatility modelling and concepts for capturing
dependencies. Explores portfolio risk concepts
and optimization with risk constraints. Enables
the reader to replicate the results in the book
using R code. Is accompanied by a supporting
website featuring examples and case studies in
R. Graduate and postgraduate students in
finance, economics, risk management as well as
practitioners in finance and portfolio
optimization will find this book beneficial. It also
serves well as an accompanying text in
computer-lab classes and is therefore suitable
for self-study.
Improving Natural Resource Management Timothy C. Haas 2011-01-13
The decision to implement environmental
protection options is a political one. These, and
other political and social decisions affect the
balance of the ecosystem and how the point of
equilibrium desired is to be reached. This book
develops a stochastic, temporal model of how
political processes influence and are influenced
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by ecosystem processes and looks at how to find
the most politically feasible plan for managing
an at-risk ecosystem. Finding such a plan is
accomplished by first fitting a mechanistic
political and ecological model to a data set
composed of observations on both political
actions that impact an ecosystem and variables
that describe the ecosystem. The parameters of
this fitted model are perturbed just enough to
cause human behaviour to change so that
desired ecosystem states occur. This perturbed
model gives the ecosystem management plan
needed to reach desired ecosystem states. To
construct such a set of interacting models, topics
from political science, ecology, probability, and
statistics are developed and explored. Key
features: Explores politically feasible ways to
manage at-risk ecosystems. Gives agent-based
models of how social groups affect ecosystems
through time. Demonstrates how to fit models of
population dynamics to mixtures of wildlife data.
Presents statistical methods for fitting models of
group behaviour to political action data.
Supported by an accompanying website
featuring datasets and JAVA code. This book will
be useful to managers and analysts working in
organizations charged with finding practical
ways to sustain biodiversity or the physical
environment. Furthermore this book also
provides a political roadmap to help lawmakers
and administrators improve institutional
environmental management decision making.
Statistical Monitoring of Complex
Multivatiate Processes - Uwe Kruger
2012-08-06
The development and application of multivariate
statisticaltechniques in process monitoring has
gained substantial interestover the past two
decades in academia and industry alike. Initially
developed for monitoring and fault diagnosis in
complexsystems, such techniques have been
refined and applied in variousengineering areas,
for example mechanical and
manufacturing,chemical, electrical and
electronic, and power engineering. The recipe
for the tremendous interest in multivariate
statisticaltechniques lies in its simplicity and
adaptability for developingmonitoring
applications. In contrast, competitive
model,signal or knowledge based techniques
showed their potential onlywhenever costintroduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

benefit economics have justified the required
effortin developing applications. Statistical
Monitoring of Complex Multivariate
Processespresents recent advances in statistics
based process monitoring,explaining how these
processes can now be used in areas such
asmechanical and manufacturing engineering
for example, in additionto the traditional
chemical industry. This book: Contains a
detailed theoretical background of the
componenttechnology. Brings together a large
body of work to address thefield’s drawbacks,
and develops methods for theirimprovement.
Details cross-disciplinary utilization, exemplified
by examplesin chemical, mechanical and
manufacturing engineering. Presents real life
industrial applications, outliningdeficiencies in
the methodology and how to address them.
Includes numerous examples, tutorial questions
and homeworkassignments in the form of
individual and team-based projects, toenhance
the learning experience. Features a
supplementary website including Matlab
algorithmsand data sets. This book provides a
timely reference text to the rapidlyevolving area
of multivariate statistical analysis for
academics,advanced level students, and
practitioners alike.
Bayesian Networks for Probabilistic Inference
and Decision Analysis in Forensic Science Franco Taroni 2014-07-21
"This book should have a place on the bookshelf
of every forensic scientist who cares about the
science of evidence interpretation" Dr. Ian Evett,
Principal Forensic Services Ltd, London, UK
Continuing developments in science and
technology mean that the amounts of
information forensic scientists are able to
provide for criminal investigations is ever
increasing. The commensurate increase in
complexity creates difficulties for scientists and
lawyers with regard to evaluation and
interpretation, notably with respect to issues of
inference and decision. Probability theory,
implemented through graphical methods, and
specifically Bayesian networks, provides
powerful methods to deal with this complexity.
Extensions of these methods to elements of
decision theory provide further support and
assistance to the judicial system. Bayesian
Networks for Probabilistic Inference and
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Decision Analysis in Forensic Science provides a
unique and comprehensive introduction to the
use of Bayesian decision networks for the
evaluation and interpretation of scientific
findings in forensic science, and for the support
of decision-makers in their scientific and legal
tasks. • Includes self-contained introductions to
probability and decision theory. • Develops the
characteristics of Bayesian networks, objectoriented Bayesian networks and their extension
to decision models. • Features implementation
of the methodology with reference to
commercial and academically available software.
• Presents standard networks and their
extensions that can be easily implemented and
that can assist in the reader’s own analysis of
real cases. • Provides a technique for
structuring problems and organizing data based
on methods and principles of scientific
reasoning. • Contains a method for the
construction of coherent and defensible
arguments for the analysis and evaluation of
scientific findings and for decisions based on
them. • Is written in a lucid style, suitable for
forensic scientists and lawyers with minimal
mathematical background. • Includes a foreword
by Ian Evett. The clear and accessible style of
this second edition makes this book ideal for all
forensic scientists, applied statisticians and
graduate students wishing to evaluate forensic
findings from the perspective of probability and
decision analysis. It will also appeal to lawyers
and other scientists and professionals interested
in the evaluation and interpretation of forensic
findings, including decision making based on
scientific information.
Statistical Issues in Drug Development - Stephen
S. Senn 2021-08-23
Statistical Issues in Drug Development The
revised third edition of Statistical Issues in Drug
Development delivers an insightful treatment of
the intersection between statistics and the life
sciences. The book offers readers new
discussions of crucial topics, including cluster
randomization, historical controls, responder
analysis, studies in children, post-hoc tests,
estimands, publication bias, the replication
crisis, and many more. This work presents the
major statistical issues in drug development in a
way that is accessible and comprehensible to life
scientists working in the field, and takes pains
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

not to gloss over significant disagreements in
the field of statistics, while encouraging
communication between the statistical and life
sciences disciplines. In addition to new material
on topics like invalid inversion, severity, random
effects in network meta-analysis, and explained
variation, readers will benefit from the inclusion
of: A thorough introduction to basic topics in
drug development and statistics, including the
role played by statistics in drug development An
exploration of the four views of statistics in drug
development, including the historical,
methodological, technical, and professional An
examination of debatable and controversial
topics in drug development, including the
allocation of treatments to patients in clinical
trials, baselines and covariate information, and
the measurement of treatment effects Perfect for
life scientists and other professionals working in
the field of drug development, Statistical Issues
in Drug Development is the ideal resource for
anyone seeking a one-stop reference to enhance
their understanding of the use of statistics
during drug development.
Statistical DNA Forensics - Wing Kam Fung
2008-04-15
Statistical methodology plays a key role in
ensuring that DNA evidence is collected,
interpreted, analyzed and presented correctly.
With the recent advances in computer
technology, this methodology is more complex
than ever before. There are a growing number of
books in the area but none are devoted to the
computational analysis of evidence. This book
presents the methodology of statistical DNA
forensics with an emphasis on the use of
computational techniques to analyze and
interpret forensic evidence.
Simulation Techniques in Financial Risk
Management - Ngai Hang Chan 2015-04-13
Praise for the First Edition “…a nice, selfcontained introduction to simulation and
computational techniques in finance…” –
Mathematical Reviews Simulation Techniques in
Financial Risk Management, Second Edition
takes a unique approach to the field of
simulations by focusing on techniques necessary
in the fields of finance and risk management.
Thoroughly updated, the new edition expands on
several key topics in these areas and presents
many of the recent innovations in simulations
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and risk management, such as advanced option
pricing models beyond the Black–Scholes
paradigm, interest rate models, MCMC methods
including stochastic volatility models
simulations, model assets and model-free
properties, jump diffusion, and state space
modeling. The Second Edition also features:
Updates to primary software used throughout
the book, Microsoft Office® Excel® VBA New
topical coverage on multiple assets, model-free
properties, and related models More than 300
exercises at the end of each chapter, with select
answers in the appendix, to help readers apply
new concepts and test their understanding
Extensive use of examples to illustrate how to
use simulation techniques in risk management
Practical case studies, such as the pricing of
exotic options; simulations of Greeks in hedging;
and the use of Bayesian ideas to assess the
impact of jumps, so readers can reproduce the
results of the studies A related website with
additional solutions to problems within the book
as well as Excel VBA and S-Plus computer code
for many of the examples within the book
Simulation Techniques in Financial Risk
Management, Second Edition is an invaluable
resource for risk managers in the financial and
actuarial industries as well as a useful reference
for readers interested in learning how to better
gauge risk and make more informed decisions.
The book is also ideal for upper-undergraduate
and graduate-level courses in simulation and
risk management.
Clinical Trials with Missing Data - Michael
O'Kelly 2014-04-07
This book provides practical guidance for
statisticians, clinicians, and researchers involved
in clinical trials in the biopharmaceutical
industry, medical and public health
organisations. Academics and students needing
an introduction to handling missing data will
also find this book invaluable. The authors
describe how missing data can affect the
outcome and credibility of a clinical trial, show
by examples how a clinical team can work to
prevent missing data, and present the reader
with approaches to address missing data
effectively. The book is illustrated throughout
with realistic case studies and worked examples,
and presents clear and concise guidelines to
enable good planning for missing data. The
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

authors show how to handle missing data in a
way that is transparent and easy to understand
for clinicians, regulators and patients. New
developments are presented to improve the
choice and implementation of primary and
sensitivity analyses for missing data. Many SAS
code examples are included – the reader is given
a toolbox for implementing analyses under a
variety of assumptions.
New Drug Development - J. Rick Turner
2007-07-27
This book acquaints students and practitioners
in the related fields of pharmaceutical sciences,
clinical trials, and evidence-based medicine with
the necessary study design concepts and
statistical practices to allow them to understand
how drug developers plan and evaluate their
drug development. Two goals of the book are to
make the material accessible to readers with
minimal background in research and to be
straightforward enough for self-taught purposes.
By bringing the topic from the early discovery
phase to clinical trials and medical practice, the
book provides an indispensable overview of an
otherwise confusing and fragmented set of
topics. The author’s experience as a respected
scientist, teacher of statistics, and one who has
worked in the clinical trials arena makes him
well suited to write such a treatise.
Statistical Applications for Environmental
Analysis and Risk Assessment - Joseph
Ofungwu 2014-05-27
Statistical Applications for Environmental
Analysis and Risk Assessment guides readers
through real-world situations and the best
statistical methods used to determine the nature
and extent of the problem, evaluate the potential
human health and ecological risks, and design
and implement remedial systems as necessary.
Featuring numerous worked examples using
actual data and “ready-made” software scripts,
Statistical Applications for Environmental
Analysis and Risk Assessment also includes: •
Descriptions of basic statistical concepts and
principles in an informal style that does not
presume prior familiarity with the subject •
Detailed illustrations of statistical applications in
the environmental and related water resources
fields using real-world data in the contexts that
would typically be encountered by practitioners
• Software scripts using the high-powered
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statistical software system, R, and supplemented
by USEPA’s ProUCL and USDOE’s VSP software
packages, which are all freely available •
Coverage of frequent data sample issues such as
non-detects, outliers, skewness, sustained and
cyclical trend that habitually plague
environmental data samples • Clear
demonstrations of the crucial, but often
overlooked, role of statistics in environmental
sampling design and subsequent exposure risk
assessment.
Comparing Clinical Measurement Methods Bendix Carstensen 2011-06-24
This book provides a practical guide to analysis
of simple and complex method comparison data,
using Stata, SAS and R. It takes the classical
Limits of Agreement as a starting point, and
presents it in a proper statistical framework. The
model serves as a reference for reporting
sources of variation and for providing conversion
equations and plots between methods for
practical use, including prediction uncertainty.
Presents a modeling framework for analysis of
data and reporting of results from comparing
measurements from different clinical centers
and/or different methods. Provides the practical
tools for analyzing method comparison studies
along with guidance on what to report and how
to plan comparison studies and advice on
appropriate software. Illustrated throughout
with computer examples in R. Supported by a
supplementary website hosting an R-package
that performs the major part of the analyses
needed in the area. Examples in SAS and Stata
for the most common situations are also
provided. Written by an acknowledged expert on
the subject, with a long standing experience as a
biostatistician in a clinical environment and a
track record of delivering training on the
subject. Biostatisticians, clinicians, medical
researchers and practitioners involved in
research and analysis of measurement methods
and laboratory investigations will benefit from
this book. Students of statistics, biostatistics,
and the chemical sciences will also find this book
useful.
Efficiency and Productivity Growth - Fotios
Pasiouras 2013-03-21
An authoritative introduction to efficiency and
productivity analysis with applications in both
the banking and finance industry In light of the
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

recent global financial crisis, several studies
have examined the efficiency of financial
institutions. A number of open questions remain
and this book reviews recent issues and state-ofthe-art techniques in the assessment of the
efficiency and productivity of financial
institutions. Written by an international team of
experts, the first part of the book links efficiency
with a variety of topics like Latin American
banking, market discipline and governance,
economics of scale, off-balance-sheet activities,
productivity of foreign banks, mergers and
acquisitions, and mutual fund ratings. The
second part of the book compares existing
techniques and state-of-the-art techniques in the
bank efficiency literature, including among
others, network data envelopment analysis and
quantile regression. The book is suitable for
academics and professionals as well as
postgraduate research students working in
banking and finance. Efficiency and Productivity
Growth: Provides an authoritative introduction
to efficiency and productivity analysis with
applications in both the banking and mutual
funds industry such as efficiency of Asian banks,
cooperatives and not-for-profit credit
associations. Explores contemporary research
issues in the area of efficiency and productivity
measurement in the financial sector. Evaluates
the most suitable approaches to selecting inputs
and outputs as well as selecting the most
efficient techniques, such as parametric and
non-parametric, to estimate the models.
Bayesian Biostatistics - Emmanuel Lesaffre
2012-06-18
The growth of biostatistics has been phenomenal
in recent years and has been marked by
considerable technical innovation in both
methodology and computational practicality.
One area that has experienced significant
growth is Bayesian methods. The growing use of
Bayesian methodology has taken place partly
due to an increasing number of practitioners
valuing the Bayesian paradigm as matching that
of scientific discovery. In addition,
computational advances have allowed for more
complex models to be fitted routinely to realistic
data sets. Through examples, exercises and a
combination of introductory and more advanced
chapters, this book provides an invaluable
understanding of the complex world of
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biomedical statistics illustrated via a diverse
range of applications taken from epidemiology,
exploratory clinical studies, health promotion
studies, image analysis and clinical trials. Key
Features: Provides an authoritative account of
Bayesian methodology, from its most basic
elements to its practical implementation, with an
emphasis on healthcare techniques. Contains
introductory explanations of Bayesian principles
common to all areas of application. Presents
clear and concise examples in biostatistics
applications such as clinical trials, longitudinal
studies, bioassay, survival, image analysis and
bioinformatics. Illustrated throughout with
examples using software including WinBUGS,
OpenBUGS, SAS and various dedicated R
programs. Highlights the differences between
the Bayesian and classical approaches.
Supported by an accompanying website hosting
free software and case study guides. Bayesian
Biostatistics introduces the reader smoothly into
the Bayesian statistical methods with chapters
that gradually increase in level of complexity.
Master students in biostatistics, applied
statisticians and all researchers with a good
background in classical statistics who have
interest in Bayesian methods will find this book
useful.
Quantitative Finance - Maria C. Mariani
2019-11-08
Presents a multitude of topics relevant to the
quantitative finance community by combining
the best of the theory with the usefulness of
applications Written by accomplished teachers
and researchers in the field, this book presents
quantitative finance theory through applications
to specific practical problems and comes with
accompanying coding techniques in R and
MATLAB, and some generic pseudo-algorithms
to modern finance. It also offers over 300
examples and exercises that are appropriate for
the beginning student as well as the practitioner
in the field. The Quantitative Finance book is
divided into four parts. Part One begins by
providing readers with the theoretical backdrop
needed from probability and stochastic
processes. We also present some useful finance
concepts used throughout the book. In part two
of the book we present the classical BlackScholes-Merton model in a uniquely accessible
and understandable way. Implied volatility as
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

well as local volatility surfaces are also
discussed. Next, solutions to Partial Differential
Equations (PDE), wavelets and Fourier
transforms are presented. Several
methodologies for pricing options namely, tree
methods, finite difference method and Monte
Carlo simulation methods are also discussed. We
conclude this part with a discussion on
stochastic differential equations (SDE’s). In the
third part of this book, several new and
advanced models from current literature such as
general Lvy processes, nonlinear PDE's for
stochastic volatility models in a transaction fee
market, PDE's in a jump-diffusion with stochastic
volatility models and factor and copulas models
are discussed. In part four of the book, we
conclude with a solid presentation of the typical
topics in fixed income securities and derivatives.
We discuss models for pricing bonds market,
marketable securities, credit default swaps
(CDS) and securitizations. Classroom-tested over
a three-year period with the input of students
and experienced practitioners Emphasizes the
volatility of financial analyses and
interpretations Weaves theory with application
throughout the book Utilizes R and MATLAB
software programs Presents pseudo-algorithms
for readers who do not have access to any
particular programming system Supplemented
with extensive author-maintained web site that
includes helpful teaching hints, data sets,
software programs, and additional content
Quantitative Finance is an ideal textbook for
upper-undergraduate and beginning graduate
students in statistics, financial engineering,
quantitative finance, and mathematical finance
programs. It will also appeal to practitioners in
the same fields.
Modeling and Analysis of Compositional
Data - Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn 2015-02-17
Modeling and Analysis of Compositional Data
presents a practical and comprehensive
introduction to the analysis of compositional
data along with numerous examples to illustrate
both theory and application of each method.
Based upon short courses delivered by the
authors, it provides a complete and current
compendium of fundamental to advanced
methodologies along with exercises at the end of
each chapter to improve understanding, as well
as data and a solutions manual which is
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available on an accompanying website.
Complementing Pawlowsky-Glahn’s earlier
collective text that provides an overview of the
state-of-the-art in this field, Modeling and
Analysis of Compositional Data fills a gap in the
literature for a much-needed manual for
teaching, self learning or consulting.
Statistical Methods for Trend Detection and
Analysis in the Environmental Sciences - Richard
Chandler 2011-03-25
The need to understand and quantify change is
fundamental throughout the environmental
sciences. This might involve describing past
variation, understanding the mechanisms
underlying observed changes, making
projections of possible future change, or
monitoring the effect of intervening in some
environmental system. This book provides an
overview of modern statistical techniques that
may be relevant in problems of this nature.
Practitioners studying environmental change will
be familiar with many classical statistical
procedures for the detection and estimation of
trends. However, the ever increasing capacity to
collect and process vast amounts of
environmental information has led to growing
awareness that such procedures are limited in
the insights that they can deliver. At the same
time, significant developments in statistical
methodology have often been widely dispersed
in the statistical literature and have therefore
received limited exposure in the environmental
science community. This book aims to provide a
thorough but accessible review of these
developments. It is split into two parts: the first
provides an introduction to this area and the
second part presents a collection of case studies
illustrating the practical application of modern
statistical approaches to the analysis of trends in
real studies. Key Features: Presents a thorough
introduction to the practical application and
methodology of trend analysis in environmental
science. Explores non-parametric estimation and
testing as well as parametric techniques.
Methods are illustrated using case studies from
a variety of environmental application areas.
Looks at trends in all aspects of a process
including mean, percentiles and extremes.
Supported by an accompanying website
featuring datasets and R code. The book is
designed to be accessible to readers with some
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

basic statistical training, but also contains
sufficient detail to serve as a reference for
practising statisticians. It will therefore be of
use to postgraduate students and researchers
both in the environmental sciences and in
statistics.
Introduction to Probability and Statistics for
Ecosystem Managers - Timothy C. Haas
2013-05-21
Explores computer-intensive probability and
statistics for ecosystem management decision
making Simulation is an accessible way to
explain probability and stochastic model
behavior to beginners. This book introduces
probability and statistics to future and practicing
ecosystem managers by providing a
comprehensive treatment of these two areas.
The author presents a self-contained
introduction for individuals involved in
monitoring, assessing, and managing ecosystems
and features intuitive, simulation-based
explanations of probabilistic and statistical
concepts. Mathematical programming details
are provided for estimating ecosystem model
parameters with Minimum Distance, a robust
and computer-intensive method. The majority of
examples illustrate how probability and statistics
can be applied to ecosystem management
challenges. There are over 50 exercises –
making this book suitable for a lecture course in
a natural resource and/or wildlife management
department, or as the main text in a program of
self-study. Key features: Reviews different
approaches to wildlife and ecosystem
management and inference. Uses simulation as
an accessible way to explain probability and
stochastic model behavior to beginners. Covers
material from basic probability through to
hierarchical Bayesian models and spatial/ spatiotemporal statistical inference. Provides detailed
instructions for using R, along with complete R
programs to recreate the output of the many
examples presented. Provides an introduction to
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) along
with examples from Quantum GIS, a free GIS
software package. A companion website
featuring all R code and data used throughout
the book. Solutions to all exercises are
presented along with an online intelligent
tutoring system that supports readers who are
using the book for self-study.
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Quantitative Methods - Paolo Brandimarte
2012-01-03
An accessible introduction to the essential
quantitative methods for making valuable
business decisions Quantitative methodsresearch techniques used to analyze quantitative
data-enable professionals to organize and
understand numbers and, in turn, to make good
decisions. Quantitative Methods: An Introduction
for Business Management presents the
application of quantitative mathematical
modeling to decision making in a business
management context and emphasizes not only
the role of data in drawing conclusions, but also
the pitfalls of undiscerning reliance of software
packages that implement standard statistical
procedures. With hands-on applications and
explanations that are accessible to readers at
various levels, the book successfully outlines the
necessary tools to make smart and successful
business decisions. Progressing from beginner to
more advanced material at an easy-to-follow
pace, the author utilizes motivating examples
throughout to aid readers interested in decision
making and also provides critical remarks,
intuitive traps, and counterexamples when
appropriate. The book begins with a discussion
of motivations and foundations related to the
topic, with introductory presentations of
concepts from calculus to linear algebra. Next,
the core ideas of quantitative methods are
presented in chapters that explore introductory
topics in probability, descriptive and inferential
statistics, linear regression, and a discussion of
time series that includes both classical topics
and more challenging models. The author also
discusses linear programming models and
decision making under risk as well as less
standard topics in the field such as game theory
and Bayesian statistics. Finally, the book
concludes with a focus on selected tools from
multivariate statistics, including advanced
regression models and data reduction methods
such as principal component analysis, factor
analysis, and cluster analysis. The book
promotes the importance of an analytical
approach, particularly when dealing with a
complex system where multiple individuals are
involved and have conflicting incentives. A
related website features Microsoft Excel®
workbooks and MATLAB® scripts to illustrate
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

concepts as well as additional exercises with
solutions. Quantitative Methods is an excellent
book for courses on the topic at the graduate
level. The book also serves as an authoritative
reference and self-study guide for financial and
business professionals, as well as readers
looking to reinforce their analytical skills.
Modeling Online Auctions - Wolfgang Jank
2010-12-01
Explore cutting-edge statistical methodologies
for collecting, analyzing, and modeling online
auction data Online auctions are an increasingly
important marketplace, as the new mechanisms
and formats underlying these auctions have
enabled the capturing and recording of large
amounts of bidding data that are used to make
important business decisions. As a result, new
statistical ideas and innovation are needed to
understand bidders, sellers, and prices.
Combining methodologies from the fields of
statistics, data mining, information systems, and
economics, Modeling Online Auctions introduces
a new approach to identifying obstacles and
asking new questions using online auction data.
The authors draw upon their extensive
experience to introduce the latest methods for
extracting new knowledge from online auction
data. Rather than approach the topic from the
traditional game-theoretic perspective, the book
treats the online auction mechanism as a data
generator, outlining methods to collect, explore,
model, and forecast data. Topics covered
include: Data collection methods for online
auctions and related issues that arise in drawing
data samples from a Web site Models for bidder
and bid arrivals, treating the different
approaches for exploring bidder-seller networks
Data exploration, such as integration of time
series and cross-sectional information; curve
clustering; semi-continuous data structures; and
data hierarchies The use of functional regression
as well as functional differential equation
models, spatial models, and stochastic models
for capturing relationships in auction data
Specialized methods and models for forecasting
auction prices and their applications in
automated bidding decision rule systems
Throughout the book, R and MATLAB software
are used for illustrating the discussed
techniques. In addition, a related Web site
features many of the book's datasets and R and
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MATLAB code that allow readers to replicate the
analyses and learn new methods to apply to their
own research. Modeling Online Auctions is a
valuable book for graduate-level courses on data
mining and applied regression analysis. It is also
a one-of-a-kind reference for researchers in the
fields of statistics, information systems,
business, and marketing who work with
electronic data and are looking for new
approaches for understanding online auctions
and processes. Visit this book's companion
website by clicking here
Quality of Life Outcomes in Clinical Trials and
Health-Care Evaluation - Stephen J. Walters
2009-09-10
An essential, up-to-date guide to the design of
studies and selection of the correct QoL
instruments for observational studies and
clinical trials. Quality of Life (QoL) outcomes or
Person/Patient Reported Outcome Measures
(PROMs) are now frequently being used in
randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and
observational studies. This book provides a
practical guide to the design, analysis and
interpretation of studies that use such outcomes.
QoL outcomes tend to generate data with
discrete, bounded and skewed distributions.
Many investigators are concerned about the
appropriateness of using standard statistical
methods to analyse QoL data and want guidance
on what methods to use. QoL outcomes are
frequently used in cross-sectional surveys and
non-randomised health-care evaluations.
Provides a user-friendly guide to the design and
analysis of clinical trials and observational
studies in relation to QoL outcomes. Discusses
the problems caused by QoL outcomes and
presents intervention options to help tackle
them. Guides the reader step-by-step through
the selection of appropriate QoLs. Features
exercises and solutions and a supporting website
providing downloadable data files. Illustrated
throughout with examples and case studies
drawn from the author’s experience, this book
offers statisticians and clinicians guidance on
choosing between the numerous available QoL
instruments.
Financial Surveillance - Marianne Frisen
2008-02-28
This is the first book-length treatment of
statistical surveillance methods used in financial
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

analysis. It contains carefully selected chapters
written by specialists from both fields and
strikes a balance between the financial and
statistical worlds, enhancing future
collaborations between the two areas, and
enabling more successful prediction of financial
market trends. The book discusses, in detail,
schemes for different control charts and
different linear and nonlinear time series models
and applies methods to real data from worldwide
markets, as well as including simulation studies.
Risk Assessment - Marvin Rausand 2013-06-12
An introduction to risk assessment that utilizes
key theory and state-of-the-art applications With
its balanced coverage of theory and applications
along with standards and regulations, Risk
Assessment: Theory, Methods, and Applications
serves as a comprehensive introduction to the
topic. The book serves as a practical guide to
current risk analysis and risk assessment,
emphasizing the possibility of sudden, major
accidents across various areas of practice from
machinery and manufacturing processes to
nuclear power plants and transportation
systems. The author applies a uniform
framework to the discussion of each method,
setting forth clear objectives and descriptions,
while also shedding light on applications,
essential resources, and advantages and
disadvantages. Following an introduction that
provides an overview of risk assessment, the
book is organized into two sections that outline
key theory, methods, and applications.
Introduction to Risk Assessment defines key
concepts and details the steps of a thorough risk
assessment along with the necessary
quantitative risk measures. Chapters outline the
overall risk assessment process, and a
discussion of accident models and accident
causation offers readers new insights into how
and why accidents occur to help them make
better assessments. Risk Assessment Methods
and Applications carefully describes the most
relevant methods for risk assessment, including
preliminary hazard analysis, HAZOP, fault tree
analysis, and event tree analysis. Here, each
method is accompanied by a self-contained
description as well as workflow diagrams and
worksheets that illustrate the use of discussed
techniques. Important problem areas in risk
assessment, such as barriers and barrier
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analysis, human errors, and human reliability,
are discussed along with uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis. Each chapter concludes with
a listing of resources for further study of the
topic, and detailed appendices outline main
results from probability and statistics, related
formulas, and a listing of key terms used in risk
assessment. A related website features problems
that allow readers to test their comprehension of
the presented material and supplemental slides
to facilitate the learning process. Risk
Assessment is an excellent book for courses on
risk analysis and risk assessment at the upperundergraduate and graduate levels. It also
serves as a valuable reference for engineers,
researchers, consultants, and practitioners who
use risk assessment techniques in their everyday
work.
Introduction to Distribution Logistics - Paolo
Brandimarte 2007-07-27
unique introduction to distribution logistics that
focuses on both quantitative modeling and
practical business issues Introduction to
Distribution Logistics presents a complete and
balanced treatment of distribution logistics by
covering both applications and the required
theoretical background, therefore extending its
reach to practitioners and students in a range of
disciplines such as management, engineering,
mathematics, and statistics. The authors
emphasize the variety and complexity of issues
and sub-problems surrounding distribution
logistics as well as the limitations and scope of
applicability of the proposed quantitative tools.
Throughout the book, readers are provided with
the quantitative approaches needed to handle
real-life management problems, and areas of
study include: Supply chain management
Network design and transportation Demand
forecasting Inventory control in single- and
multi-echelon systems Incentives in the supply
chain Vehicle routing Complete with extensive
appendices on probability and statistics as well
as mathematical programming, Introduction to
Distribution Logistics is a valuable text for
distribution logistics courses at both the
advanced undergraduate and beginning
graduate levels in a variety of disciplines, and
prior knowledge of production planning is not
assumed. The book also serves as a useful
reference for practitioners in the fields of
introduction-to-distribution-logistics-statistics

applied mathematics and statistics,
manufacturing engineering, business
management, and operations research. The
book's related Web site includes additional
sections and numerical illustrations.
Data Analysis in Forensic Science - Franco
Taroni 2010-03-19
This is the first text to examine the use of
statistical methods in forensic science and
bayesian statistics in combination. The book is
split into two parts: Part One concentrates on
the philosophies of statistical inference. Chapter
One examines the differences between the
frequentist, the likelihood and the Bayesian
perspectives, before Chapter Two explores the
Bayesian decision-theoretic perspective further,
and looks at the benefits it carries. Part Two
then introduces the reader to the practical
aspects involved: the application, interpretation,
summary and presentation of data analyses are
all examined from a Bayesian decision-theoretic
perspective. A wide range of statistical methods,
essential in the analysis of forensic scientific
data is explored. These include the comparison
of allele proportions in populations, the
comparison of means, the choice of sampling
size, and the discrimination of items of evidence
of unknown origin into predefined populations.
Throughout this practical appraisal there are a
wide variety of examples taken from the routine
work of forensic scientists. These applications
are demonstrated in the ever-more popular R
language. The reader is taken through these
applied examples in a step-by-step approach,
discussing the methods at each stage.
The Handbook of Logistics and Distribution
Management - Alan Rushton 2017-01-03
Get a complete coverage on all the key aspects
of distribution, logistics and supply chain
planning and management with clear and
straightforward explanations from the definitive
guide to supply chain philosophy, strategy and
the practicalities of logistics and distribution.
The Handbook of Logistics and Distribution
Management is a step-by-step guide to setting
up and managing supply chains to add maximum
value to the organizations they serve. Benefiting
from the author team's years of practical
experience in some of the most challenging
environments across the world (from developed
economies to third-world countries and war
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zones), this book will enthuse students and be an
invaluable desk reference throughout their
careers. Packed with worked examples and realworld data, The Handbook of Logistics and
Distribution Management offers complete
coverage on all the key aspects of distribution,
logistics and supply chain planning and
management with clear and straightforward
explanations. This is not a compilation of work
drawn from a disparate collection of research
papers and miscellaneous projects, but a logical
and complete view of how supply chains fit
together, including minute details of distribution
and logistics. This revised 6th edition of The
Handbook of Logistics and Distribution
Management provides solutions to today's key
challenges. With new material on international
freight forwarding, environmental best practice,
cool chain, intermodal shipping and outsourcing
and a new, detailed index of contents. New
online resources include lecture slides (tables,
images and formulae from the text), glossary of
terms, weblinks, blog articles, video interviews
and infographics.
Network Meta-Analysis for Decision-Making
- Sofia Dias 2018-01-08
A practical guide to network meta-analysis with
examples and code In the evaluation of
healthcare, rigorous methods of quantitative
assessment are necessary to establish which
interventions are effective and cost-effective.
Often a single study will not provide the answers
and it is desirable to synthesise evidence from
multiple sources, usually randomised controlled
trials. This book takes an approach to evidence
synthesis that is specifically intended for
decision making when there are two or more
treatment alternatives being evaluated, and
assumes that the purpose of every synthesis is to
answer the question "for this pre-identified
population of patients, which treatment is
'best'?" A comprehensive, coherent framework
for network meta-analysis (mixed treatment
comparisons) is adopted and estimated using
Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
implemented in the freely available software
WinBUGS. Each chapter contains worked
examples, exercises, solutions and code that may
be adapted by readers to apply to their own
analyses. This book can be used as an
introduction to evidence synthesis and network
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meta-analysis, its key properties and policy
implications. Examples and advanced methods
are also presented for the more experienced
reader. Methods used throughout this book can
be applied consistently: model critique and
checking for evidence consistency are
emphasised. Methods are based on technical
support documents produced for NICE Decision
Support Unit, which support the NICE Methods
of Technology Appraisal. Code presented is also
the basis for the code used by the ISPOR Task
Force on Indirect Comparisons. Includes
extensive carefully worked examples, with
thorough explanations of how to set out data for
use in WinBUGS and how to interpret the
output. Network Meta-Analysis for Decision
Making will be of interest to decision makers,
medical statisticians, health economists, and
anyone involved in Health Technology
Assessment including the pharmaceutical
industry.
Contemporary Logistics in China - Binglian
Liu 2011-09-23
With rapid development of China's economy in
the past decades, there arises a great demand
for a comprehensive report concerning the state
of logistics development in China. Yet to date,
only brief, fragmented writings in English exist.
“Contemporary Logistics in China: An
Introduction” is the first systematic, objective
and authoritative publication based on the work
of experienced researchers from the Logistics
Research Center at Nankai University. The book
contains both a panoramic overview of logistics
developments in China to accord a broad
understanding, as well as specific, in-depth
analyses of various logistics sectors, enterprises,
policies, and hot issues in China. Readers will
find this book a valuable reference of relevant
and well founded information on logistics
developments in China.
Operational Risk Management - Ron S. Kenett
2011-06-20
Models and methods for operational risks
assessment and mitigation are gaining
importance in financial institutions, healthcare
organizations, industry, businesses and
organisations in general. This book introduces
modern Operational Risk Management and
describes how various data sources of different
types, both numeric and semantic sources such
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as text can be integrated and analyzed. The book
also demonstrates how Operational Risk
Management is synergetic to other risk
management activities such as Financial Risk
Management and Safety Management.
Operational Risk Management: a practical
approach to intelligent data analysis provides
practical and tested methodologies for
combining structured and unstructured,
semantic-based data, and numeric data, in
Operational Risk Management (OpR) data
analysis. Key Features: The book is presented in
four parts: 1) Introduction to OpR Management,
2) Data for OpR Management, 3) OpR Analytics
and 4) OpR Applications and its Integration with
other Disciplines. Explores integration of
semantic, unstructured textual data, in
Operational Risk Management. Provides novel
techniques for combining qualitative and
quantitative information to assess risks and
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design mitigation strategies. Presents a
comprehensive treatment of "near-misses" data
and incidents in Operational Risk Management.
Looks at case studies in the financial and
industrial sector. Discusses application of
ontology engineering to model knowledge used
in Operational Risk Management. Many real life
examples are presented, mostly based on the
MUSING project co-funded by the EU FP6
Information Society Technology Programme. It
provides a unique multidisciplinary perspective
on the important and evolving topic of
Operational Risk Management. The book will be
useful to operational risk practitioners, risk
managers in banks, hospitals and industry
looking for modern approaches to risk
management that combine an analysis of
structured and unstructured data. The book will
also benefit academics interested in research in
this field, looking for techniques developed in
response to real world problems.
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